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B. . . 
emg an econo~st_ myself and having occasionally touched ur~q the field of 

law and ~conorrucs m my own teaching and research, I am of c1,~;se well awa
re 0

~ the tmpressive career of law and economics as a field in institutional eco
no~cs. What has always p~zzled ~e, however, was my irritating observation, 
that It ':as not the econollllsts tramed in the economic discipline of law and 
eco~ollllcs who wrote new laws on the economy, acted as judges on corporate 
affairs or wrote contracts. 

It is therefore better to turn to ~he_ fu~ure lawyers and judges for sharing with 
the~ management and econollllc ms1ghts, instead of offering Law and Eco
nollllcs ~ou~s~~ t~ economists. I was therefore very pleased that the Law and 
Econo1rucs mltiative at the University of St. Gallen set out to do just this. 

We h~ve an interesting conference ahead of us. What is Law and Economics 
today• ~hat _are the current research topics in Law and Economics? What are 
the practical implications of Law and Economics research? Ellll·nent k 

·ll h • • . • spea ers 
WI _s are ~he1r views with us and we will have ample opportunity to hold dis-
cusswns with them. Let me take the opportunity to thank all of them. 
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What is I ~w and Economics Today? An American 
View 

Richard A. Posner· 

I have been asked to discuss the law and economics movement from an 
American standpoint. There is indeed a distinctively American approach to law 
and economics; there is also a distinctively Continental approach, which I will 
glance at later by way of contrast. 

I will discuss the roots and the development of the American approach; what it 
is today; and what the future holds for it. 

The earliest harbinger of tbe approach was J REMY BENTHAM's analysis of 
criminal punishment. 1 He u ed the language of what would today be called 
utility maximization, but, terminology aside, his was a highly competent, re
markably prescient economic analy is of an important area of legal regulation, 
notably of nonmarket regulation. 

His innovation lay fallow for a great many year . By the end of the 1950s, it i 
true, there was a thriving economic · of antitru t law and of public utility and 
common ca1Tier regulation, and a nascent economic llflalysi of taxation and of 
corporate law. But economic analysis of law could not Teally "take off' until 
BENTHAM'S discovery that economic analysis could be applied to human be
havior outside of explicit economic markets was rediscovered. It wa redis
covered (I believe independently - that is, l do not think B NTHAM was the 
actual inspiration) in the 1960 pdmarily by RONALD COAS ,2 GUIDO 
CALABRESI,3 and GARY BECKER,

4 the former two writing about tort law and 

* Judge, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit; Senior Lecturer, University of Chicago 
Law School. This is the revised text of a lecture given at the First International Scientific Con
ference on Law and Economics at the University of St. Gallen: New Frontiers of Law and 
Economics, October 28, 2005. I thank MEGHAN MALONEY for research assistance. 

1 JEREMY BENTHAM, An Introduction to the Principles of Morals and Legislation ( 1789). 
2 R.H. C0ASE, "The Problem of Social Cost," 3 Journal of Law and Economics 1 (1960 [but 

actually published in 1961 ]). 
3 Gurno CALABRESI, "Some Thoughts on Risk Distribution and the Law of Torts," 70 Yale 

Law Journal 499 (1961). 
4 GARY S. BECKER, "Crime and Punishment: An Economic Approach," 76 Journal of Political 

Economy 169 (1968), reprinted in: The Essence of Becker 463 (RAM6N FEBRER0 and PEDRO 
S. SCHWARTZ eds. 1995). 
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the third about criminal law (really criminal b . . 
than the doctrines and procedures of th . . ehavzor and pumsl-\ment, rather 

e cnnunal law). 

This '-':as a break with tradition . Traditionall . 
b defmed by its subjecL rathe ti b . y, economics had been thought to 
my; and the legal system tJio r g~an / as method. It subject was the eco""ii'o
thought to be itself an ec~nonu~ un ers~ood to affect the economy, was not 

. c system m the sens f · . . 
could profitably be studz'ed . . ' e o a site of activity that 

m econonuc terms (CI' 
but the climate is not an ec . . imate affects the economy 

ononuc system ) A 1 . • 
ception of BENTHAM's ut·i ·t . . . s a resu t, with the startling ex-
. 1 1 anan analysis of c · · I • 

little economic writing on law t ·ct h nmma purushment, there was 
I ou s1 e t ose areas · 1 . 
aw seemed to have exp11·c1'tl . ' mam y antitrust, where the 

Y mcorporated econo · 
case of antitrust, monopoly and c . . nuc concepts, such as, in the 

ompetzt10n. A mor t • . 
gagement of economics w1'th I h d . e sus amed, extensive en-

aw a to await · · • 
been anticipated by BENTHAM) th . .recogmt10n (which again had 
tuclf' - pee, ca y e at ~cononucs is a theory as well as an "area 

..,.b-- . eory o rational c o1ce a th b . 
e applied to any social act1·v1·t ( eory t at can m pnnc1p e 

' ' Y even non um n) th • 1 . 
when law regulates nonmarket f . . '. us me udmg law, even 
riage. ac 1v1t1es, such as cnme, adjudication, or mar-

The leading economist in refash· . . 
. wnmg economic theor th h 

nal ch01ce and in using this f h' . Y as e t eory of ratio-
. re as wnmg to extend th r . 

mies to nonmarket activity has b B e app 1cat10n of econo-
l 950s. His 1957 book on th ee~ ECKE~, who began publishing in the 
article on the economics o/c e~onomd,c~ of racial discrimination,5 and his 1968 

rune an Its punishment 6 I d 
emergence of economic analysis of (all la ' were an marks in the 
was RONALD COASE's 1961 . 

1 
) _w, th0ugh an even greater landmark 

artzc e on social cost 7 In th 1970 
topics in law that were taken in h d b ·. e . s and 1980s, the 
tiplied, a process that has cont' :n. y econorruc analysis were greatly mul-
ally no field of law or signif/cnaunet . mtt~ t~e new century. Today, there is virtu-
b ' ms 1tut10nal dimensio f I 
een subjected to economic analy . s n o aw, that has not 

SIS. 

It is important, especially for a Continental audie 
the American approach (th h . ,, nee, to note that the focus of 
h oug m de1erence to BENTHA d 

s ould really be called the "A l A . M an COASE it 
of law is on case law Th. . tng o- mencan" approach) to economic analysis 

-~~~- · is is rue even thou h th d · 
has shrunk. "Common law" a d " 1 .~ e omam of the common law 

n case aw must not be confused. Common 

5 G 
ARY S. BECKER The E · 

6 in 197 J. ' cononucs of Discrimination (1957). A second edition was published 

7 
Note 5 above. 

8 
Note 3 above. 
See RICHARD A POSNER E . 

. , cononuc Analysis of Law (61h ed. 2005). 
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law refers to are? 0 of law such as torts and contracts in which the principal 
doctrines are cre .... . ~d by judges; tatutes are incidental. Case law refers to the 
judicial creation of doctrines not limited to those of the common law, but en
compassing doctrines created by judges in the course of deciding cases that 

--·arise under statutes and the Constitution; in other words, interpretive doctrines 
that fill out and elaborate the bare statutory or constitutional text. The reign of 
case law in the American legal system has not been ended or indeed much af
fected by the expansion of statutory law, and indeed has been amplified by the 
extraordinary aggressiveness of the U.S. Supreme Court in interpreting the 
Constitution. Not only is constitutional law primarily case law, but much of 
statutory law in fields as diverse as antitrust law, intellectual property law, la
bor law, pension law, and securities law has been decisively shaped by judicial 
decisions. In the legal system of the United States, statutes and constitutions 
are refracted through j ucUcial decisions; often after many years of case deve
lopment, the meaning of a statute or (especially) a constitutional provision will 
-be far removed from the literal meaning of its text. 

Let me give a few examples of specific legal doctrines that have been brought 
under the lens of economics. First is the standard for adjudging liability in ac
cident cases.9 The basic standard is negligence, which the cases usually define 
as a failure to exercise reasonable care. Economics can give meaning to "rea
sonable care." An accident will impose on the victim a cost, which let me de
note by Ca, with some probability (if no precaution is taken) of p; the expected 
cost of the accident - the cost if it occurs adjusted for the likelihood that it will 
occur - is pCa, To prevent the accident will be costly too; let me denote that 
cost by Cpr, If the cost of prevention is less than the expected accident cost, we 
want the precaution to be taken; and if potential injurers fail to do so, we ad
judge them negligent. Hence the test of negligence is Cp, < pCa, And studies 
find that this is a reasonable approximation to how courts do decide whether a 
dyfendant is negligent. 

For an example of a doctrine based on interpretation of statutory law, I turn to 
the "fair use" doctrine of copyright law. Copyright law forbids the unauthori
zed copying of copyrighted works. But does this mean that a book reviewer 
who quotes brief passages from the book that he is reviewing is an infringer? 
Literally, yes, but the courts early on interpreted the copyright statute as per
mitting unauthorized copying in certain circumstances, such as the book re
view or other settings in which only brief passages are quoted, in the name of 

9 See, for example, id. at 167-170. 
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fair use. 10 The economic interpretation is that the costs of trar "-.cting with the 
copyright owner would be disproportionate to any negative e .. cct on the ow
ner's earnings from his copyright when only brief passages are quoted, since 
brief passages are not a substitute for the entire book or other work from which 
they are quoted. Nor would reviewers and other authors be willing to pay a 
substantial price for permi sion to quote. o, far from eroding lhe copyright 
owner' earnings, book review and other works that quote brief passages 
from the copyrighted work tend on average to increase the demand for the 
work by conveying information about it to potential buyer . opyright owner 
as a class would therefore be worse off if, because quotation of brief passages 
required their explicit permission, such quotation became rare becaus of the 
transaction costs involved in seeking that permission. 

Economics has al o proved fruid'ul in ex Jicatin features of the rocedural 
_al)'d fo titutional framework of the Law, including the decision Lo settle a case 
rat er than go to trial, the allocation of resources by pro ecutor , and the roles 
of evidence. on ider only the first of these examples. It might seem that ince 
settlement i les c stly than trial, all cases would sellle. Tltis would be true if 
the parties to a litigation also agreed on what would happen if the case went to 
trial. But often they disagree because of legal or factual unce1tainty (or both). 
Suppose that the plaintiff thinks he has a 70 percent chance of winning $1 mil
lion if the ca e i tried, and that a trial would co t him $200,000 more than 
settling the case would. Then his expected gain from trial is $500,000 ($1 mil
lion x .7 - $.2 million), and so he will not settle the case for less than that a
mount. Suppose that the defendant thinks he has an 80 percent chance of win
ning (and going to trial will cost him the same amount as it will cost the 
plaintiff); then he will not settle the case for more than $400,000 (the expected 
cost to him if he goes to trial is $200,000 - 20 percent of $ 1 million, since 
remember that he thinks he ha an 80 percent chance of defeating the plain
tiff's claim - plu the $200,000 incremental cost of trial). Since the plaintiff 
will not ettle the case for a price that the defendant is wi11ing to pay (the de
fendant's maximum settlement price, $400,000, i below the plaintiff's mini
mum settlement price, $500,000), the case will be tried.11 

These exam Jes could be extended indefinite! . Wha they show is, first, a 
considerable i. omorphi m between law and economic That is, law and eco
nomic have a parallel structure, both being concerned with the allocation of 
scarce resources, though they utilize a quite different vocabulary and often dif-

R ,ft; ~LIAM M. LANDES and RICHARD A. POSNER, The Economic Structure of Intellectual Prop
erty Law 115, 117,417 (2003). 

11 See POSNER, note 9 above, at 567-571. 
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h 
. . l law "prices" criminal behavior, but it 

f t l pr,..- example t e cnnuna 
erent oo s. . ' d t' ally imprisonment and even execu-

does so in fon._J (fmes and, more ra~a ic , 
tion) that are different from market pnces. 

. al sts of law believe that students of the legal system ave . 
~c01~offilC an y . . a e of the ·1av("The econmmc analysts be½1 
deceived by the moralistic _langul gd 'thoul dbstantial loss of meaning into an 

- trnt"nU®gifage can be t1an ate WI 1 ' of them believe that much of Ang o-
econo~ic vocabula;° I~d:;:c::~rn the sense that it tries to bring about the 
American common aw i allocation of resources that the economic market 
same or roughly t~e same f s were feasible. The negligence for
would bring about if volunt~ry transac ion this oint. More broadly, eco-

mul~ and the fair-use doctrme :e ::r~:t:~i~~y is ~ometimes more efficient 
nonuc analysts ~av~ _shown w_ Y_ . for breach of contract is strict, and when 
than negligence habihty, why hab1hty 1 d medies with the rules and 
and why it is efficient to supplement tort ru es an re 

. . 11 12 remedies of cnmma aw• 
·e as I have noted, not identical. Because statutes 

Case law and c~m~1on law a_1 • , e often the roduct of interest-group pres
and even const1tut1onal prov1~10ns ~r . f 'nter~st-group politics), one cannot 
sures (there is a rich econo1.nic_ ana ysts o t~ be a efficient a common law' 
expect statutory and con t1tutlonal law ·e because of the different insti
which is le s ubject to inter~st-group r~:s~u;atures unless the judges, in deci
tutional character of cou~ts ~1om that o g letely ,ignore the legislative poli
ding . tatutory and con UtutLOnal cases, comp 

cy. . . tl ~ was a S:stem of resource alloca~ 
Since the econoIDJC analyst studies 11 ~ . 1 s ne or she is naturally very in-

ression of mora nnc, e 
rather than as an exp f th law for behavior. The doctrines of 

_;L:-.. consequences o . e . . 
tere tc;m-111 • • e but it does not follow automatl-

law may make econonuc sens ' 1 d 
the common . . . t efficient results. The empirica stu Y 
cally that in apphca~io~ t~ey brmg ~bou is a growing literature that utilizes the 
of the legal system is difficult, but t ere . t . dentify the "real world" effects 
distinctive empirical methods of econonu~s o :3 
of legal doctrines, procedures, and instiIDUons. ~ - 1,J,>-' 

)J~ -------"'--
12 See id., chs. 4, 6, 7. . Mak.ii\ the ime Fit the Penalty: The Role of Prosecu~o-
13 See for example, DAVID BJ , g S . ,, 48 Journal of Law and Economtcs 

' . M d Minimum . cn1encing, . f 
rial Discretion under an a\ ry E . . I Case for Specific Performance: Evidence rom 
591 (2005); YAIR LISTOKIN, 'The mp;r;a . . l Legal Studies 469 (2005); RAYMOND A. 
the IBP-Tyson Litigation," 2 ~~urnal s°of ;;r::~:l Procedure on Crime Rates: Mapping Out 
ATKINS and PAUL H. RUBIN, ~ffect R I "46 Journal of Law and Economics 157 (2003). 
the Consequences of the Exclusionary u e, 
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There are two other important dimensions to American-style ec~'"'omic analy-
,~is of law_. One is the norm~ti_ve. It is clearly not the case that a,. 1egal doctri
nes, procedures, etc. are efficient. Those economic analysts of law who belie
ve, naturally enough, that efficiency is an important social value will therefore 
be inclined to recommend reforms designed to make the law more efficient 

... than it is. And so there is a large literature of normative economic analysis of 
...:»w. It has been influential in the deregulation movement in the United States 

and in the reform of antitrust law by the courts to bring the law into harmony 
with the economics of competition and monopoly. 

Second, economic analysis has proved to be an importan teachin tool. he 
rea on ha to do with the extreme urface complexity of the law. The law is 
divided .into numerou field each of which has a complex structure of rule . 
The field are trad itionally studied more or less in isolation from each other· 
and wirhin each field, the ru les tend al o co be studied as separate, often self~ 
enclosed bodies of thought The economic conception of law is much impler. 
A relative .handful of economic doctrine - such as decisi&R--ttt1tier-t1t1ee1wn 

ij 
(i~lustrnte~ by ~oth th~ negligence :~tanda~-~ and the decision whether _to settle 
or go to t11al), t1ansact1.on co ·t (as m the fair-use example), cost-benefit analy
sis,..risk aversion, and positive and negative externalities - can by 1epeatoo•ap
plication~ fields of law and legal rules de cribe a great deal of the legal 
system. Th is enables the student to develop a more coherent. sense of the legal 
system - to grasp the relation of its parts and understand its e entia l unity. 

Let me pause here to contrast the Continental school of economic analysis of 
law with the American or Anglo-American school. For it is a great mistake to 
think that economic analysis of law is confined to the Anglo-American sphere. 
The appearance of this comes from the fact that, paradoxically, the Continental 
school limits - in the name of economics - the use of economics by judges. 
The Continental tradition in economic thinking about law, nascent in A
RISTOTLE's theory o corrective justic but fully developed in the writings of 
MAX WEBER and BORICH HAYEK, emphasizes the importance of law as a 
neutral framework for private conduct. 14 The essence of corrective justice is 
that the judge is not to take account of the individual characteristics, the merits 
and demerits, the social standing, the deserts, etc. of the litigants; he is to judge 
the case, not the parties. MAX WEBER insisted in like vein that the judge's 
concern is with formal rationality - that is, with providing a framework that 
facilitates private ordering rather than one that prescribes the terms on which 

14 
I discuss the Continental school of economic analysis of law in my monograph Law, Econom
ics, and Democracy: Three Lectures in Greece 29 (University of Athens Department of His
tory and Philosophy of Science 2002). 
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people deal · · 'h each other. And so with HAYEK' s insistence that judges 
should enforce customs, which is to say norms created by individuals from the 
bottom up, rather than laying down rules of conduct invented by the judges on 
the basis of their conception of sound policy, that is, imposed from the top 
down. 

The Continental tradition assigns a narrow though important role to judges, a 
role reflected in the emphasis that the Continental legal systems place on detai
led legislative codes as the principal source of law, rather than case law; an 
emphasis that deprives judges of the significant policymaking role that they 
enjoy in a system of case law and classifies them as part of a career civil servi
ce. 

I want to close by considering where we are going in the American approach 
to economic analysis of law - what is the unfinished business? 

I. The comparative stud of legal institutions. o study the effects of a social 
m 10n empirically, using econometric methods such as multiple regression, 
it is helpful to have a lot of variation; and there is much more variation in legal 
institutions when one is comparing nations than when one is comparing states 
within the United States. The legal systems of all our states, with the partial 
exception of Louisiana, are based on the common law; the legal systems of 
most other nations are based on the Continental model. The two models, as we 
know, differ in doctrines, procedures, legal professions, and judicial careers 
and structures. There is even more variation across systems when the nations 
compared include the nations of the developing world, most of which have 
very inadequate legal institutions. 15 

2. Situating law in the total system of social control, "'.hich inclu~s custom ~ 
(much emphasized by HAYEK, as I have noted, and, earlier, by theonsts of the 
English common law~ morality, reputation., and emotion. 

3. Explaining the behavior of judges. These central actors in the legal_ systems 
especially of common law jurisdictions are surrounded by constramts t~at 
seem designed to strip them of all the incentives on which the model of ratio
nal choice is based. The judicial career is carefully constructed to deny the 
judge any benefit (or cost) from deciding a case one way or the other, or, in
deed, from exerting himself. Not only are judicial salaries fixed, with no bonu-

15 For exemplary economic studies of comparative law, see "Special Issue on Comparative 
Law" 7 American Law and Economics Review 1 (2005); EDWARD L. GLAESER and ANDREI 
SHL~IFER, "Legal Origins," 117 Quarterly Journal of Economics 1193 (2002); _RAFAEL LA 
PORTA et al., "What Works in Securities Laws?" (forthcoming, Journal of Fmance, Feb. 
2006). 
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ses or reductions based on performance, but, in many judicial c-·"tems, inclu
ding the U.S. federal judiciary, judges have lifetime tenure and c ..... be removed 
for only the grossest misconduct. Yet judicial decisions, including those of 
federal judges, do not appear to be random, or judges strikingly lazy. So what 
is their motivational structure?16 

4. Economic analysis of law does not have such intrinsic fascination that it can 
flourish in an academic hothouse, with no real-world applications. It is not like 
archeology, which flourishes as a field because of a disinterested fascination 
with ancient civilization. The continued vitality of economic analysis of law 
depends on its being able to contribute to the improvement of law. The oppor
tunities are notable in developing countries becau e their economic problems 
are bound up with the inefficiency of their legal institutions; the challenge is to 
reform those institutions piecemeal in the absence of the kind of political and 
economic infrastructure that supports the legal institutions of the wealthy 
countries. There are numerous opportunities for economics-guided reform of 
our own laws and legal institutions as well. But to be feasible, proposals for 
reform have to be anchored in exact knowledge of the character, structure, and 
consequences of the existing laws and institutions. A knowledge of the eco
nomics of stylized legal rules is not good enough. 

5. And closely related: in this task of feasible reform, the literature, as yet 
neglected by economic analysts of law, in organizational economics has an 
important role to play. What distinguishes that field is that its practitioners are 
not content to study stylized models of organization (for example, the "M
form" versus the "U-form"). They study, often in the course of consulting for, 
actual organizations. So far, it is mainly conventional business firms that are 
being studied, but the principles of organizational economics are equally appli
cable to nonmarket organizations. 17 Judiciaries and law firms illustrate the 
centrality of organ1zat1on to Lhe legal system. They have received little syste
matic attention rom economists. Such srriku g developments as the sudden, 
enormous surge in litigation that began (in the United States) at the end of the 
1950s, the essentially effortless way in which that expansion was accommoda
ted by a judicial system already described as overburdened, and the vast recent 
increase in the size and geographical scope of law firms, are puzzling pheno-

16 See, for example, ERIC HELLAND and JONATHAN KLICK, "The Effect of Judicial Expedience 
on Attorney Fees in Class Actions (Claremont-McKenna College Department of Economics 
and Florida State University Law School, Dec. 1, 2005); RICHARD A. POSNER, "What Do 
Judges and Justices Maximize? (The Same Thiug Everybody El. e Does)," 3 Supreme Court 
Economic Review I ( 1993). 

17 
See, for example, LUIS GARICANO and RICHARD A. POSNER, "lntclligence Failures: An Or-
ganizational Economics Perspective," Journal of Economic Perspectives, Fall 2005, p. 151. 
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mena that o· ,nizational economics may illuminate. It may also help to 
explain the cuuses and consequences of the striking organizational differences 
between the Continental judiciaries, strongly centralized and hierarchic ("U
form") and the U.S. judiciaries, which are much more loosely coordinated 
("M-form"). Organizational economics also has much to contribute to unrave
ling the mystery of judicial motivation. For organizational economists are 
mindful of the limited feasibility of performance measures even in business 
firms and the resulting need to establish incentive systems that are not based 
on efforts to determine a worker's marginal product - systems that may not 
rely on direct economic incentives at all. 
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What is T 1w and Economics Today? A European 
View 

Erich Schanze* 
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Law and Economics may be divided into three related (positive and normative) 
exercises: 

(1) The use of economic methodology for explaining the functions of existing 
legal rules and legal decision-making; 

(2) A joint research effort of lawyers and economists for exploring the precon
ditions, mechanisms and effects of institutional choice; 

(3) An educational program for promoting a productive dialogue between the 
two dominating social sciences, law and economics, for developing state-of
the-art solutions for complex socio-economic problems. 

Professor of Private Law and International Business Law and Director, Institute for Compara
tive Law, Philipps-Universitiit Marburg, Germany; Professor II, Law School, University of 
Bergen, Norway; Guest Professor, winter term 2005/06, University of St. Gallen. Lecture pre
sented at the First International Scientific Conference on Law and Economics at the Univer
sity of St. Gallen: New Frontiers of Law and Economics, October 28, 2005. The lecture form 
is maintained. Special thanks for comments to Dr. Felix Maultzsch, LL.M. (NYU), Marburg. 
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EJAN MACKAA Y, in his impressive recent account of the "Histriry of Law and 
Economics" in the Ghent Encyclopedia of Law and Economic ,mphasizes: 1 

,,[The approach] explicitly considers legal institutions not as given outside the 
~conomic system, but as variables within i.t, and looks at the effects of chang
mg o~e ~r rl~e ocber element of the y tern. In the economic analysis of law, 
lega~ mst1tut1ons a.re treated nm as fixed outside the economic system, but be
longmg to the choice to be explained". 

At a Chicago conference on the future of law and economics in 19972 the dis
cussion between Douglas Baird, Gary Becker, Ronald Coase, Richard Posner 
and Richard Epstein stressed, that the original simplicity of the approach may 
have accounted for the huge success of the movement. 

They isolate as the four core notions: 

1. people maximize; 

2. markets clear; 

3. the moves make parties better of ("efficiency"); 

4. institutional choice matters. 

Every one of these four simple propositions, of course, has a number of quali
fications. Using the basic paradigm of assuming hypothetical ex-ante bargains 
between self-interested individual actors provides substantial insights in the 
functioning and possible design of legal rules. This is the bottom-line of the 

l first _comprehensive application o~ the the~ry to an arra~ of core legal subjects 
l ;. published by RICHARD POSNER m 1972. I cannot thmk of any other book 

written by a lawyer which has had such an impact on economics as a discipli
ne. 

POSNER worked and taught in a law school. In the following I will - without 
challenging the common core - show that law and economics can be best un
derstood in a Janus-headed appearance: it looks at both disciplines, and makes 
an impact on both. There is law and economics in economics, and there is law 
and economics in law. 

BJAN MACKAAY, "Hi lory of Law and Economics", in: Encyclopedia of Law and Economics 
2 vol. I (Bouckaer1 and de Ghees1, eds.) 65 (2000). 

DOUGLAS G. BAIRD, ,,The Fu1ure of Law and Economics: Looking Forward: Introduction" 
(wilh C ntril>ution of RICHARD EPSTEIN, GARY BECKER, RONALD COASE, MERTON MILLER 

3 RICHARD POSNER) 64 U. Chi.L.Rev.1129-1165 (1997). ' 
RICHARD A. POSNER, Economi Analysis of Law 1972 (5 th ed. 2005). 

II. Law ,d Economics in Economics 

Today law and economics is a standard subject of the economic curriculum 
(whether in the US or elsewhere). There are regular contributions in the top 
twenty economic journals, written by highly recognized specialists. A substan
tial number of scholars who have pioneered or refined institutional analysis 
have received the Nobel Prize in economics; the list would be too long to be 
quoted in full without further explanation.4 The relevance for day-to-day poli
cy advice is substantial. 

Besides a vast literature on nearly all relevant institutions the main theoretical 
accomplishments of the last two decade.,t concern a better understanding of 
information in markets and organizatior~ •• :.!~1e theoretical d~velopment o! con
tract and agency theory, and the experimental and theoretical explorat10n of 
individual and group decision making by economic psychology, experimental 
economics and game theory. Here at St. Gallen I should mention that the busi
ness schools have also greatly benefited from the rigor of the new institutional 
analysis. The "economic side" of the economic analysis of law is a huge global 
success. 

III. Law and Economics in the Law Schools: The Case for 
Cooperation 

I have been asked to present a European view on the present status of law and 
economics - as an academic lawyer who is in the field since the early 70's -
and I will essentially treat the "legal side". 

How did law and economics develop in the law schools? Did it matter for the 
development of law? What are the achievements and what are the chances of 
integrating institutional analysis in legal reasoning? 

Obviously, I do not intend to convert all lawyers into economists, but I'd rather 
start from an existing specialization. The emphasis is on a discussion of the 
necessity of cooperation and communication. We face separ~te disci~lines, not 
with the claim of autonomy of each, of law and of econormcs, but m the best 

4 My list of relevant institutionally oriented economists would include laureates like e.g. Ken
neth Arrow, Friedrich von Hayek, Herbert Simon, James Buchanan, R?nald C~ase, Gary 
Becker, Douglass North, Reinhard Sellen, George Akerlof, Vernon Snnth, Dame! Kahne
mann, and Thomas Schelling. 
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economic sense of joint value creation of professional specia]i7=ttion and inter
action, and the need for ambassadorial~ervices.5 

Th~re is a sort of Darwinian reality of specificity: of the immediate subjects, 
thelf' pr?blems: the associated working environment, the routines, training, and 
professional history (which ha always played an important part in the self
esteem of the profe sions). It i fortunate, in my view, that Richard Posner and 
Jean Tirole have different views of the world and have a command of a differ
ent scientific language and methodology. The advantage of law and economics 
is that Posner and Tirole can communicate with each other. 

My assessment wil1 be, no doubt, eclectic, personal, and controversial. I start 
~rom the premise t~at, like on the "economic side", law and economics today 
m the law schools 1s neither an American nor a European enterprise. It is, in
deed, an international approach. 

There are, for example, European journals, a European Law and Economics 
Society, a successful European network of various law and business faculties 
within the Erasmus/Socrates scheme, including an impressive doctoral pro
gram. B~e are working largely with the same literature and within the pa-> r~igm found at the US law school . A po tdoctoral researcher from Madrid, 
who worl<:s m 2005 for a few months on issues of corporate governance at 
Marburg, may in the next weeks travel to Cambridge, England, and from there 
to Columbia or Harvard. She would not spend time on quarrels concerning the 
theoretical approach. The concern would be the regulatory context and diffe
rent basic legal concepts, maybe quirks about the sense or nonsense of the 
concept of shareholder primacy. I should like to remind that in the past there 
have been substantial methodological divides between Europe and the US. ,._ 
Think, for example, of the American Legal Realism on one side, and German 
'Interessenjurisprudenz" on the other. 6 

5 
Th~ ,,productive" process of joining the separate s1yle.s of analysis for drafting viable "con 1i
tut1ons" for _economi~ transactions is elaborated in: ERICH CHANZI!, "Legalism Economism, 
and Professional Attitudes Toward Institutional Design," 149 nTE 122-140 (1 993) and, id., 
"Hare and Hedgehqg Revisi ted: The Regulation of Markeis That Have Escaped Regulated 

6 Mark~1~," 151 JlTE 162- 176 (1995). 
The dtfferen~es and s!n~ari1y are treated in: ERICH SCHANZE, ,,Okonomische Analyse in den 
ysA - ~crbindungslm,en zur rea.l istischen Tradition", in: ASSMANN, KIRCHNER, SCHANZE, 
Okonom1sche Analyse des Rechts 1-16 (2"d ed. 1993). 
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IV. A Div! 'e Between Common and Civil Law? 

In Europe there are, of course, differences from country to country, but they 
are mostly overrated. One example is the overstatement of the gulf between 
common law countries and civil law countries, which may have been inspired 
by mixing up the concepts of regulation and codification. In the past the hesi
tant and sometimes cumbersome reception of law and economics in European 
countries was attributed to this difference between a judge-made common law 
and codified civil law.7 If this factor had been of high significance, we would 
have seen a quick and effective reception in England and Scotland and, for 
example, a slow reception in Germany. I share CHRISTIAN KIRCHNER' s propo
sition that the reception in Germany was, at least at times, difficult. 8 But as I 
will show, it has been "reasonably successful". Comparing it to the English 
situation I would say that England has at no point become a real bridgehead for 
the law and economics reception in Europe. 9 The difficult case of France indi
cates an interesting factor for resistance. It is already stressed in MACKAA Y's 
account: the centralist decision making of the French educational system. No
body will become an assista~t or a law pro~;ssor in France without the s_cre~
ning and consent of the Pans bureaucracy. However, law and econoilllcs 1s 
present in France on the "economic side" as is demonstrated by last yea_r's ~m
pressive collection by CLAUDE MENARD and colleagues on the new 1~st1tu
tional economics. 11 Its arrival on the "legal side" is shown by the recent mtro
ductory text "Economie du droit: le cas frarn;ais", by ANTHONY Oaus and 

' 12 d MICHEL FAURE 2002 a true entente cordiale. The movement has reache 
' ' • 13 

Paris, although, to paraphrase COASE, 1t was not always welcome there.. The 
case of France is also an example for the different speed of the reception of 
law and economics in the law faculties and law and economics in the econo
mic departments and business schools. 

7 See e.g. RICHARD POSNER .,What is Law and Economi~s Today?_ A~ Americ~n View", this 
volume. It is one of the early, obviously unshakable articles of fait? 1~ the Ch1~a~o law an~ 
economics gospel. The argument seems to overlook that the core p~mc1ples of c1v1! law codi
fications are not interest group driven "regulation" in the US meanmg but rather restatements 
of long historical Jines of rule making of judicial/jurisprudential origin, however one assesses 
the "efficiency" of the individual solutions. . . " 

8 CHRISTIAN KIRCHNER, ,,The Difficult Reception of Law and Econorrucs _m G~~any 11 Intl. 
Rev. Law&Econ. 277-292 (1991); see also "Einleitung zur Neubearbe1tung 111: ASSMANN, 
KIRCHNER, SCHANZE (above note 6) at IX-XI. 

9 At this moment (end of 2005) the interest at Oxford and at the LSE seems to be less than, for 
example, at Cambridge. 

10 See MACKAAY (above note I) al 84-85. 
11 International Library of Law and Economics (M fiNARD ed.) 7 vols. (~004). 
lZ ANTHONY OGUS el MICH L FAUR8, Economie du droil: le cas fram;a1s (2002). 
13 R.1-1 . COASE, ,,Economics and Con1iguous Disciplines", 7 J. Legal Studies 201 at 207 (1978). 
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V. Reception Top Down or Bottom Up? 

With a winking eye I should remark at this point that the French and the US 
cases have, in a way, the common feature of central decision making of the 
educational system. Both operate - from a German perspective - top down. 

Law and economics wa ini tiated at one of the top US research universities, 
the University of Chicago, and pread, in a relatively short period to the top 
ten Am rican law schools, which are responsible for the staffing of tbe next 
hundred in a total of more than 300 law schools. The bitter fight at Harvard 
Law between the faclions whi ch 1 witnessed in my second tay in 1978 (inter
viewing my fo rmer law teachers and colleague on what they thought of law 
and economic ) wa a special ca e. I assume that until now, law and econo
mic ha not reached tJ1e bottom of the h ighly s1rntified pyramid of American 
law school .. The competitive fac tor for introducing law and economic in the 
law schools was the daring succes of the elite business sc.hool in the 8O's and 
the increasing demand for economic expertise in government and industry. The 
elite law school responded on the teaching side with portion of training in 
economics. However, I do not want to beli ttle the 'fire of truth", 14 the sophisti 
cation of legal reasoning by using law and economicNhinki ng, and the im
pressive relevant research in the law schools. 

Consider, in contrast, the German or Swiss situation. Although ranking bet
ween the schools has become fashionable, the ome fifty law facultie i.n the 
Lander or the Kantone are still regarded as alma t equal, or a l leasl organized 
in a very flat hierarchy. Almost every faculty considers it elf a research facul
ty, and trains, in a long process of two doctorates, professoi:iaI staff. Proselytes 
can only be made on a person-by-per: on faculty-by-facul ty basis but not by 
the benign dictatorship of Paris or of the elite US law schoo.ls. 

A natural point for explaining bars against the diffusion of superior knowledge 
for a person having worked for a while next door to the office of RONALD Co
ASE is, of cour e, regulation . In the middle of Europe there a re state exams, 
and a highly regulated legal education. This is, at least in Germany, orientated 
at the ideal of educating career j udges, who interpret the codi fied law. L ikewi
se, the commentaries 0n the principal codifications are considered the high 
mass for the profe sorial services. France is an exception at this point, because 
the repertoires os -precis are written by the maitres de conference, the assis
tants. 

14 

See EDMUND W. KITCH (ed.), 'The Fire of Truth: A Remembrance of Law and Economics at 
Chicago 1932-1970", 26 J. Law & Econ.163-234 (1983). 
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I . the re i • 'ory advantage of Switzerland and particula~ly _the. Kanton ~f 
t is gh b' ati'on of a study of law and econoilllcs m five years is St Gallen t at a com m 

. 'bl a fact which we celebrate with the new MLE program. possi e, , 

VI. The Development of the Literature 

hat is law and economics today in Europe in terms of the publishe~ lit~ra
W h t for the Ghent encyclopedia (of the late nmetles) 
:~~:;t::m~e::;yp:g:sc~~nmore than a thousand entries, 1s indeed a large a
mount of literature. 

. . 1 . of law broadly as a stud of institutional phe-
If we defI~e econoilllc ana ys1s . cl easil double or . e-4he 

mena ,w1 'h econonuc me o · 0 , u Y . h' h 
no b s If we were to reduce t e e mi tion to those books and ~rt1cles, w ic 
~um e:r· result in a direct guidance in the interpretation on ~akmg of laws or 
imply . . h be still more than the listed entnes because of the legal dec1S1ons, t ere may . 1 d rt' 
collection bias, but there would be substantiall~ le~s. :Youl~ we i~c;h.e ~ ic-

. onomists for economists on mstitut10nal issues. is is an ~:s.:;:"n!~ i'::'erature which plays to<faY a large role i~ ~e qi"~::•:;:.::~ 
the current work of academic econ~illlsts. It also re a es e~s If I want to 

laint about the increasing formahsm of the relevant pap . . f 
com~ . t I have probably to comply with the reqmrements o quahfy as an economis ' . 1 models 

aft and the craft emphasizes, in my view, largely correct y, ' 
the er . ' d advanced algebra. The literature is a logical consequence of a 
regress10ns an , L k' back the Fels 
rapid specialization and diversification of the subJect. AR00R1onwg 16 th~ articles 

. · f o · fan by KENNETH , Lectures on The Limits o rgamza 1 18 C 19 MANNE 20 
17 BUCHANAN and TULLOCK, HEUNG, , 

and books of BORK,21 NORTH 22 and of course, of RICHARD POSNER,23 seem 
NELSON and WIN_TER, . ' f . ' ce This leads to the provocative to have been wntten m an age o mnocen . 

15 ROLAND KIRSTEIN, ,,Law and Econonucs rn , . . . Germany" in· Encyclopedia of Law and Eco-
nomics vol. I (above note 2) 160-227. . . 

16 KENNIITA J. AR ROW, The Limits of Organization ( l 974). 

17 RODBRT H. BOl<K, The Anlitmst Paradox (1978), f C I ( 1962) 
18 JAMES B UCFIANAN and G ORDON TULLOCK, The Calculus O onscn . 

19 STfl.VEN CHEUNG, The Theory of Shafe 'Mfentn?~ (19i~~orate Control", 73 J. Politica l Econ. 
20 HENRY a. MANNI!, ,.Mergers and the ar e or 

110-120 (1965). W An Evolutionary Theory of Economic Change 21 
RICHARD R. NELSON and S.G. INTER, 

~~ g~t~~ASSbNORTH1, S4trauncdtu:~s :~r;~~:!~!;;
0
ii:c a~1s~::d~~~! 

1~f articles. POSNER, a ave no e 
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yuesuon (and possibly an irony)· How m 
Economics" are law and e ·. any papers of the Journal of Law and 

conollllcs papers today? 

From the comparative perspective it is interestin . 
an academic stronghold in th US J g that law and economics kept 

1 e aw schools r n G . 
re evant European counlries lh . . ermany, and in almost all 

. , e important moves w • 
economtsts and economics facu1u· I ere mainly carried out by 

• · e • t was a group f I · 1 1 nomtsts who were running some of the 1 ct· o ug_1 y respected eco-
turned at the end of the sevent1'e , l _ea mg textbook in economics who 

s, a most m convers· 
onal economics. I should mention the II' . . ion movement, to instituti-
RUDOLF RICHTER and the b . a iance between EIRJK fi'uRUBOTN and 

su sequent Wall f · 
were academic efforts on a . h. I er angen Conferences, 24 which 

• veiy zg, level - a d · 
mtsts invited the lawyers Th n ll was clear that the econo-

. e same could be said b . . . 
rences organized by ERIK Bo·· a out mtttal Munster confe-

. TTCHER and HERDER Do 25 
got 1mmediately published in relat' 1 . - . RNEICH. Both efforts 
'Zeitschrift for die gesamte Staat '.ve y high ranking periodicals. The old 

• sw1ssen chaft' ' th ld . . . 
m Europe, was converted into the Jo ' e_ o . est economtc Journal 
E anomic ". "or the few acad . J urna! of fnstitutzonal and Theoretical 
d1e eventies, iL was easier to~~~ aw_y~r~J mvolved in law _and economics in 
economic circles than fore . an inte e~tuaJ platform m the established 

conorrusts to enter m the J 1 entrepreneurship of RICHTER Bx aw sc tools. The academic 
or vTI' Ii · R was mat h d " 

the economist HANS-BERND CHAF . . c e a 1ew years later by 
CLAUS On, for organizino the Trav~R -~ho Jotned forces with a lawyer, 
Project at Hamburg 26 ln ti 1:: munde Conferences and the Erasmus 

• • 11 case the program . 1 . 
by a reformist law faculty B I . . . . was ocared m and sponsored 

· Y c osei inspection of th · 
ever, the Hamburg postgraduate ro ram . . e present situation, how-
economists eems to be much p ~ wbi_ch ts offered to both, lawyers and 
yers.27 more attractrve for economi ts than for law-

Let me digress on the relation of educatio . 
The study of law in the US l'k . n, profess10nal training, and writing. 

' un I e m most other countries in the world . 
-;----------- , IS a 24 

Published typical! · h , , . 
~ ' Y '" t e ,vi arch issues of J1T8 sine, . . 

l~XI by Effi!K G. PURU80TN end RlJDOL.f' RI • " e 1984, see the Interesting introductory 
nal Preface'' 140 JlTE l-6 (1984). d ~HTER, The New lnstituzional EonomJcs Ed. 
e A ' an the list of parricipa I 23 1 - llO-

rs,_ RMBN ALCHIAN, RONALD COASE, HBNRY M n s HI fl. ' mcluding, among Och-
LASS ~ORTH. Sec also tJ1e folluemial 1ex11Jook· ANNE!, WILJ..JAM MECKLING, and Douo. 
ln~tllllllOns and Economic Theory (2nu ed. 2005) i ciuoor.F ~l~H113R and _EIRIK FuRUBOTN, 

25 (3 ed. 2003). cnnan title. Noue lns(1tutionenokonomik 
26 Published in Jahrbuch rur Neue p 1- • 1 ,,, 

Sc 11 • 0 lllso ie vkonomie 
e JC sizeable tex tbook: HANS-B ERND Sc .. . 

s_chen Analyse des Zivihechc. (1986 411, edu;:~)and_ CLAUS Orr, Lehrbuch der 6konomi-
27 hs~ed in indi~idual books. • . . 1 he conference transaction. were pub-

Thi:. fellowships arc aL lhc moment (2005 
first degree in economics. ), to a large percentage, awarded to fellows with a 
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postgraduate "11dy. The chance for law and economics lies in the fact that top 
law students w top law schools, have in many cases a solid undergraduate eco
nomics education. If I exclude the doubtlessly very important and most rele
vant cohort of "economic" law and economics scholars in Europe who are 
straight qualified as economists and turn to the lawyers, there are currently 
four ways for a lawyer to qualify in law and economics: 

1. to obtain a degree in both subjects; 

2. to study law and economics in a post-graduate study in a leading US law 
school; 

3. to undertake a doctoral study in the field; 

4. to undertake relevant postdoctoral studies (Habilitation). 

The five year study at St. Gallen leading to a law degree is indeed an innova
tion. Until today, law and economics in the academic training in Europe (and I 
include the economics departments at this point) is largely a postgraduate or 
postdoctoral affair. Turning to the literature one can say that the "legal" lawy
ers/economists are mostly publishing books and do not publish in periodicals. 
In contrast, the "economic" law and economics scholars mostly publish in 
journals. 

The writing of books of the cohort of legal scholars leads - in individual cases 
- to remarkable achievements which would not enter easily in the picture of 
the typical law and economics society perception of law and economics 
literature. In some way they still remind me of CALABRESI' s and POSNER' s 
early publications. 

As law and economics persons we believe in the productive virtue of individu
alism and competition. There is a wealth of literature which does not come to 
the attention of an economist, who would send out questionnaires to the facul
ties on books and articles on law and economics.28 I am not talking about those 
textbooks, legal dissertations or Habilitationsschriften, which have either 
"economic analysis" in their title or which have been sponsored at the law fac
ulties by the usual suspects like PETER BEHRENS, CHRISTIAN KIRCHNER, FRIE
DRICH KUBLER, lNGO KOLLER, WERNHARD MOSCHEL, ERICH SCHANZE, or 
now, the second generation of true believers. There are hundreds of disser
tations, typically books of 200-300 pages and some thirty Habilitationsschrif
ten, typically between 300 and 1000 pages containing major chapters on law 

28 As in the case of the collection by KIRSTEIN for the Encyclopedia (above note 5). 
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and c · · 
e onom1cs, usmg more or less intensively the relevant international litera 

ture. -

A substantial pe~·centage is _repetitious, illustrating mainly the own learnin 
~rocess of the wnter. But tl~at may be true for many law review articles writte! 

y young law and econoffilcs scholars in the US The m . . 
h · ore mterestmg books 

are t ose, w~ere the bright young scholar is in a fight with her or his master -
and many mmor battles have been foug·ht in the past somet1·mes ct· 
T · 11 h • , en mg at par 

yp1ca y s e or he will com back from his/her LL M y t f h . 
· l · • ear a one o t e lead-
mg aw schools and then write a dissertation as an assistant. 

t ~ood example is _H~RST EIDENMOLLER' 'Effizienz als Rechtsprinzip" (ef
icie~cy as legal prmc1ple)29 written in Munich under the upervision of two 

proffilnent profes or who had 1 . r a very c ear taste for law as an autonomous dis-
c1p me. T_he tho~glHful exposition of efficiency a a legal principle ends in a 
compr~~se, which the author, now himself a member of the Munich faculty 
sudper~1smg a good n~mber of law and economics dissertations would defend 
to ay m rearguard action. ' 

E . . . 
conoffil~ an_alys1s, EI~ENMOLLER suggests, is a brilliant tool for desi nin 

legal pohcy m the legislatures. But judges should rather abstain H g 1! 
:rob~b_Iy argue, which I appreciate, that it is not up to the judges ~o 1:g:~~e 

uht it IS ~l_s~ common sense that judges do legislate, and so the distinction i~ 
rat er art1f1cial. 

ANDREAS B~ASCHCZOK, a remarkable scholar who died in the age of 47 in 
~O~?o wrote m the e~rly nineties his book on strict liability and allocation of 
ns at Passau, agam under the supervision of an outspoken "autonomist" I 
translate the moving lines. of thanks to his teacher in the introduction. It is. a 
long German sentence which is hard to translate. "It is impossible to ex ress 
:dequate_thank~ to my academic teacher. Not only in his own research int!rest 

u~ also m the mterest of my own work, he familiarized himself with the no~ 
qmte common _ way of thinking called economic analysis of law, so that I 
constantly received support and encouragement from him."31 

29 
30 HO.RST EIDENM0LLER, ffizienz als Rechtsprinzip (1995, 2nd ed 1998) 
31 lAdNDR!ZAp· s BLASCl·ICZOK, Gefiihrdungshaftung und Risikozuweisung (1.993) 

.cm, reface at VI (transl. E.S.], · 
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HOLGER FLF'-~HER32 and GREGOR THOSING,33 in a similar situation at Co
logne, incluct1.,.., large parts of law and economics in their books, in the case of 
FLEISCHER on informational asymmetry in contract law, and in THOSING's 
case on the calculation of damages. Both concede to their masters that law and 
economics alone does not suffice for resolving legal problems. They state 
firmly that solutions reached by economic analysis have to be underpinned by 
considerations of balancing of values. 

My enthusiasm for the many white knights fighting for the cause of law and 
economics in difficult terrain was slightly dampened in one case, which may 
be also one of many. I met a brilliant assistant of a former colleague of mine, 
who told me to my surprise: "You will be delighted to hear that I have written 
a major chapter on the law and economics of information in my Habilitations
schrift. But the manuscript was long enough. I have not submitted that part to 
the faculty, as you will understand ... " This does not mean that he is lost for the 
flock. If a brilliant young girl or boy will come back from their LL.M.s in the 
US, this professor will certainly supervise them without resistance and will not 
urge them to select a topic outside law and economics. 

Despite the fact that law and economics does not feature prominently in law 
teaching,34 it has become an established research approach - at least in the area 
I am working in, the law of business transactions such as contracts, corpora
tions, or issues of regulation. Increasingly I see state-of-the-art work in a com
parative perspective which would decorate every leading US law review. I am 
just reviewing an original paper on the remedial aspects of efficient breach 
which will carry the US discussion further. 

32 HOLGER FLEISCHER, Infonnationsasymmetrie im Vertragsrecht (2001), especially at 28-70, 
93-232. 

33 GREGOR THOSING, Wenende Schadensbereohnung (2001), especially 334-425. See also, e.g., 
the HabiHtationsschriften by HERIBERT HIRTE, Berufshaftung ( l 996) and STEFAN GRUND
MANN, Der Treuhandvcrtrag (1997), MAR JN HBNSSLER, Risiko als Vertrag gegen tand 
(1.994) or RBINHARD BLLOBR, Bereicherung durch Eingri.ff (2002). An excellent recent 
example of a Swiss J-labilitatlonsschri.t\ i MAKKUS RUFFNER, Di tlkonomlschcn Gnmcllagen 
eines Rechts der Publikumsgesellschaft (2000); for Austria see e.g. GEORG GRAP, Vertrag 
und Vernunft (1997). 

34 A notable exception is the brilliant textbook on torts which can now be regarded as the lead
ing German text on this subject: HEIN KOTZ and GERHARD WAGNER, Deliktsrecht (lOlll ed 
2005). 
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VII. The Students' Choice 

Law and ec nomics has beco . . 
Let me cite a ·furth , l me an at~acttve rntellectual enterprise in Europe. 

er examp,e concernrng a :recenl block seminar O 5 %. of th 

~e~a~~ti~,~:t:~~~:i:;
11
s~~;:: :·om the Studienstiftung des D~ut~ch:n Vol~ 

conference for the iunior feJlows e \ stu?ents. ~enior fell~ws o'.·ganize yearly 
creen d . . . . e ecting topr,cs of their choice which are 

by the stu~:~t;_o~:-~t~~:~ 1~::::1 teams. _fnstructors are ·elected nationwide 
ic d . . economics was one of the few cho. en to -

• abn a conference was orga1112ed in a cloi ter in Bavaria r It wa q . kpl 
over ooked. From the . d . . · u,c y 

papers an pre enrat10ns rt wa one of the I' J' t 
vents I have experienced - tJ 1 1ve res e-
economics and a fi f ID h1e a~t -years .. Students mainJy came from law, 

' ew ram t e poht1cal sciences I tJ d h 
results were critically summarized T . n 1e en , l e conference 
fundamental critique of the ba . . en y~ars ago I would have expected a 

sic assumpt10ns of eco · . 
social engineering. At Frauenchie1n ee tbe nom1cs as a science of 
f~ . message was· We will k 

e . ore for ~-mproving _the communication between the sub'ects· ~a e any 
the other ~•eld more intensely. To institutionalize this kin~ of •d:~ will _study 
actly the arm of the St. Gallen ML Program. ogue 1s ex-

VIII. The Example of European Company Law: The C -
tros Doctrme en 

Does law and economics reasoning affect legal practice?36 I w·n . 

::;icea::::le on the European level which seems to me. of hi;h ~::~~:ta~ ::;~ 

In the Nineties a Danish 1 . 
lished for th cou.p e ~ante~ to register an English Limited estab-

35 

36 

e purpose of tradmg with wmes and spirits in Denmark 37 Th . e reg-

Studienstiftung des Deutschen Volk K t, .. 
May 19-21, 2004. es, on erenz ,,Recht und 0konomie", Frauenchiemsee, 
The economist HANS-BERND SCHAFER remarked . h. . . . 
impact of law and econorru·cs on , d . . u'. I prcsentauon at rJns conference that the 

COUIL CCJSIOns m Genna . . r . 
whether the explicit formal use of economic th . . . ny is n~g 1g1ble. The question is 
i a necessary sign of the theoretical rccepr'o ~ory J~ dec1s1ons (~h,ch i also rare in the US) 
economic jargon and amateurism ;n le al ,\ n: ,· wou d a~g1'.e aga1~s1 a shorthand reception of 
lions of legal_ decisions is an importanf ele1~~~1o~sj St~hsuc ~ons1s1ency in w_ritten justifica
ourse. In Liu sense I shnre some of EIDENMO o e!a certamty a_nd of a rational legal dis-

econ mies in judicial reasoning (sec above LLER caveats aga111 t the "use" of law and 
doubr about the power of solid econ om,, • not~ 29 and relate~! 1ex1). However, there is no 
example where lhc judicial decision r;~;~:se~·nomog i'.1 lhe pleadmg ; and one could cice many 

" n m,c arguments. 
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istry asked fr ')mpliance with the Danish requirements of minimum capitali
zation. The European Court of Justice in 1999 considered this as an impedi
ment against the freedom of establishment and argued that creditor protection 
may be achieved by contractual means and by the harmonized publicity requi
rements of the European directives. The same reasoning was applied in a case 
in which the German courts did not recognize a Dutch company operating in 
Germany. Finally, in 2003, a plenary decision by the court concerning a Dutch 
legislation against so-called pseudo-foreign corporations consolidated this line 
of reasoning.38 The rationale in Centros and the other cases is almost a text
book application of POSNER' s original text on corporate law39

: 

"Limited Liability is a means not of eliminating the risks of entrepreneurial 
failure, but of shifting them from individual investors to the voluntary and in
voluntary creditors of the corporation - it is they who bear the risk of corporate 
default. Creditors must be paid to bear this risk ... It has been argued that limi
ted liability enables a business to externalize the risk of failure. The voluntary 
lender, however, is fully compensated for the risk of default by a higher inter
est rate that the corporation must pay the lenders by virtue of its limited liabil
ity ... " 

The decision line of the European Court of Justice has the salutary effect that 
the corporate law jurisdictions will have to compete for entrepreneurs in 
Europe. The option alone has induced national legislators to clean up the com
pany laws and to offer less onerous conditions for incorporation. One should 
mention at this point that institutional competition does not fully match the 
concept of competition between sellers of goods. My principal explanation of 
the institutional choice, for example of Delaware, is neither racing to the bot
tom nor to the top, but rather the selection of the most standardized regime 
including its qualified service industry in bench and bar.40 

Not all European policies for creating access to a single market are, to be sure, 
inspired by law and economics reasoning. The harmonization in the consumer 
and labor markets has, despite its effect of opening up the relevant markets, 
clear disadvantages of overregulation, paternalism, and in part rent-seeking of 

37 Case C-212/97, Centros Ltd. v, Erhvervs-og Selskabsstyrelsen [1999] ECR I-1459; on this 
case and the following: ERICH SCHANZE, The recognition principle - Tracing Sir Thomas' vi
sion to present European Jaw, in: CAREY MrLLER and REID (eds.), A Mixed Legal System in 
Transition, 293-301 (2005). 

38 Case C-167/01, Kamer van Koophandel en Fabrieken voor Amsterdam v. Inspire Art Ltd. 
[2003) ECR 1-10155. 

39 POSNER (note 4), 1" edition at 174-179; 2nd edition at 292-296. 
40 See ERICH SCHANZE, ,,International Standards - Functions and Links to Law," in: Interna

tional Standards and the Law (P. NOBEL ed.) 83-103, at 89 (2005). 
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the specific clienteles. The deregulation in the field of r 71pany law corre
sponds with the establishment of a regulatory thicket if nLn a jungle in some 
fields of capital market regulation, which does not seem to be inspired by ef
forts for facilitating transactions on these markets, but rather to attract business 
for consultants. 

But there are indications that law and economics reasoning has had a pervasive 
impact on the style of legislation in the last twenty years. A brilliant example is 
the increasing use of sunset laws, moreover, the increasing consciousness that 
there should be serious prior guesses about the cost of a specific regulation. 
The discussions about competition law and takeover law have largely been 
structured in law and economics terms. The technology of environmental regu
lation cannot be understood without recourse to the principles of economic 
analysis of the institutional choices. The work of the Joint UK Law Commissi
ons concerning company law reform was heavily inspired by advice in terms 
of law and economics.41 

IX. Law and Economics in the Design of Business Transac
tions 

The most important, but also most discreet phenomenon of global progress of 
law and economics is - in my view - achieved in the area of structuring 
complex business transactions. Examples: The structuring of new products in 
the security markets, the innovative arrangements in the supply and marketing 
chains including dedicated internet platforms, the organization of industrial 
projects and of knowledge systems, the logistics of international transport, ser
vicing, accounting and debt clearing.42 

Some of my colleagues point out that they can teach contract and corporation 
law without much reference to economics. They would probably concede that 
the new arrangements are outwith their reach. The advanced arrangements 
which I have in mind, can only be developed, maintained, and in the end - if at 
all necessary - adjudicated if a "synthetic approach" between the two profes
sions of lawyers and economists is observed.43 May I remind you that the 
breakdown of one of the most respectable European trading houses was caused 

41 

For example: SIMON DEAKIN and A. HUGHES, Directors' duties: empirical findings, Report to 
the Law Commission (1999). 42 

See e.g. ERICH SCHANZE ,,Symbiotic Arrangements", in: The New Palgrave for Economics 
and the Law, vol 3 (P. NEWMAN ed.) 554-559 (1998). 43 
See SCHANZE, above note 5. 
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b a misund, anding of an extremely complex long-term hedging strateg~? 
y h . . 1994 neither the management could fully explam 

In the case appemng m ct· d the relevant financing banks understand the what they had done nor I 

scheme. 

On the whole, the theory of incentive compatible contracts. is a most ~sefu! 
anal tical tool but it is useless without a deep involvement m the_ pr~ctt~e o 

y . 'ct that is still the domain of lawyers. In the area of mstitut10nal transactmg, an bility of 
d . n both lawyers and economists have to develop a strong capa . 
s;:~~y and easy transfer of knowledge, which r~quires a ~olid understandmg 
of the specialized knowledge systems in law and m econoffilcs. 

Obviously, I am not pleading for lawyers, who s~e~d their evenings ~y :tuu~:~ 
in the latest articles in the top twenty econoffilc JO~~nals. Nor do r q -

g . t to study all details of a spec1f1c area of the law' pos from a young econom1s . . z · • 
sibly including the necessary comp~r_ative aspects. I believe m specza zzatwn, 
but I also believe in interface capability. 

Initiall I referred to a joint academic effort for explaining the p~econditions, 
mecha:isms and effects of institutional choice. But I also emphasize~ thatdt?e 
academic effort has to be matched by an educational program promotmg a ia

logue between lawyers and economists. 

The elite law schools in the US have pioneered this p~ojec~. w_e have every 
reason to believe that a prominent European research umvers1ty hke St. Gallen 
will also be successful with its new program. 

I started m lecture by calling law and economics a Janus-Headed approach. 
J . fouble-faced Roman god of great significance. He protects the pub-
.anus is a d es 44 Law and economics provides the necessary doors and 

he doors an passag · . . blems This is my view of 
assa es for tackling complex soc10-econoffilc pro . . 

p gd . how it ought to be from a European perspective. law an econoffilcs, ' 

44 J s" i·n· Der Kleine Pauly-Lexikon der Antike vol. 3, 1311-1314 (1975). ,, anu , . 
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